PLANNING APPLICATION NUMBER:P10/0879
Type of approval sought

Tree Preservation Order

Ward

Kingswinford South

Applicant

Mr William Garvey

Location:

6, SANDMEADOW PLACE, KINGSWINFORD, DY6 9RF

Proposal

TO FELL AND REPLACE 3 NO. SYCAMORE TREES

Recommendation APPROVE SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS
Summary:

TREE PRESERVATION ORDER NO: D377 (1992) – W1
SITE AND SURROUNDINGS
1.

The trees subject to this application are 3 sycamore trees that are located in the rear
garden of 6 Sandmeadow Place. The trees are visible from both Sandmeadow Place
and over the properties at 23 to 31 Ridge Road. Whilst the trees are visible from the
above locations they are not considered to be prominent in the wider area. As such
they only provide a moderate amount of amenity to the surrounding area.

PROPOSAL
2.

Summary of proposals for the works as written on application form is as follows:
•

3.

Fell 3 sycamore trees.

The trees have been marked on the attached plan.

HISTORY
4.

There have been three previous Tree Preservation Order applications on this site.
Application No
P03/0407
P04/2435

P07/02298

Proposal
Fell 3 Deciduous trees
Fell 9 Sycamore trees
and prune 2 beech
trees
Fell 4 Sycamore Trees
and Prune 4 Sycamore
Trees

Decision
Refused
Approved with
conditions

Date
28/04/03
04/04/05

Approved with
conditions

11/02/08

PUBLIC CONSULTATION
5.

No public representations have been received.

ASSESSMENT

Tree(s) Appraisal

Tree Structure
Species
Height (m)
Spread (m)
DBH (mm)
Canopy Architecture
Overall Form
Age Class

Tree 1
Sycamore
11
4
400
Poor – drawn up
Poor

Tree 2
Sycamore
11
4
400
Poor – Drawn up
Moderate

Tree 3
Sycamore
12
6
2 x 350
Moderate
Moderate

Mature

Mature

Mature

Dead Bark present

Significant cavity
near base

Yng / EM / M / OM / V

Structural Assessment
Trunk / Root Collar
Scaffold Limbs
Secondary Branches
% Deadwood
Root Defects
Root Disturbance
Other
Failure Foreseeable
Imm / Likely / Possible / No

Dead Bark
present
Moderate –
some dead bark
Good
10%
None Evident
None Evident
Whole

No

Part

Possible

Moderate – Some
dead Bark
Good
5%
None Evident
None Evident
Whole

No

Part

Possible

Moderate
Good
7&
None Evident
None Evident
Whole

Possible

Part

Likely

Vigour Assessment
Vascular Defects
Foliage Defects
Leaf Size
Foliage Density

None Evident
None Evident
Moderate
Slightly Sparse

None Evident
None Evident
Moderate
Slightly sparse

None Evident
None Evident
Moderate
Slightly sparse

Other
Overall Assessment
Structure
Vigour
Overall Health

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Poor
Moderate
Moderate / Poor

No
None Evident
None Evident
Yes

No
None Evident
None Evident
Yes

No
None Evident
None Evident
Yes

Yes
Low

Yes
Low

Yes
Low

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Moderate

Yes
Moderate

Yes
Moderate

Other Issues
Light Obstruction
Physical Damage
Surface Disruption
Debris
Amenity
Assessment
Visible
Prominence
Part of Wider
Feature?
Characteristic of Area
Amenity Value

Further Assessment
6.

The applicant has proposed the felling of these trees due to their condition. Trees 1
and 2 are situated adjacent to the applicant’s shed and tree 3 is situated close to the
rear boundary of the property towards the centre of the garden.

7.

The trees form part of a group of trees, roughly in an double row that that run along
the rear boundary of the property, and extend into a couple of adjacent properties in
Sandmeadow Place. The trees are what remain of the original woodland planting that
once covered the site. When the majority of the trees were removed in order to allow
for development there trees that were retained around the edge of the site, were
generally poor trees that had relatively poor form and various defects.

8.

A previous application on the site allowed for the removal of the worst trees and
attempted through pruning to improve the remaining trees. All the trees subject to this
application were pruned at this time.

9.

Following the previous pruning the Tree 1 and Tree 2 have continued to develop
substantial amounts of deadwood within the crowns, and the amount of dead bark on
the stem and structural limbs of the trees has increased. As such it is considered that
these trees will enter into terminal decline at some point within the next 5 years.

10. Bearing in mind the impaired condition of the rest of the trees it is likely that other
trees will be required to be removed in the coming years. As such it is recommended
that the removal of Trees 1 & 2 should be approved to allow for appropriate
replacement to be planted to establish themselves so that when other trees need to

be felled there will be some new trees ready to continues the screening and amenity
benefits that the trees provide.
11. Tree 3 is a multi-stemmed sycamore that has had a large limb removed from close to
the base of the tree. This limb was removed a number of years ago (10+) and has
resulted in the formation of a large cavity that extends into the base of the tree. On
inspection the cavity was found to cover an area of approximately half to two thirds of
the stem. It is considered that this cavity has structurally compromised the tree and it
is recommended that the tree should be removed.
12. Whilst the removal of these trees will have a slightly detrimental impact on the
amenity of the area, it is considered that this is justified due to the poor condition of
the trees, and as it allow for the planting of new trees that will be allowed to establish
prior to the felling of the other trees that will be required at some stage in the future.
CONCLUSION
13. The applicant has proposed to fell the three trees due to concerns about their
condition. Tree 1 and Tree 2 are generally poor trees with various defects and limited
vigour. It is considered that the poor condition of these trees should allow their
removal subject to replacements.
14. Tree 3 has a large cavity on the base of the tree which is likely to have compromise
the structural integrity of the tree and if retained would probably lead to the failure of
the tree. As such it is recommended that this tree is removed on safety grounds.
15. Whilst the removal of these trees will have a slightly detrimental impact on the
amenity of the area, it is considered that this is justified due to the poor condition of
the trees, and as it allows for the planting of new trees that will be allowed to
establish prior to the felling of the other trees that will be required at some stage in
the future.
RECOMMENDATION
16. It is recommended that application is approved subject to the conditions set out
below.

Conditions and/or reasons:
1. The tree works subject of this consent shall be carried out in accordance with British
Standard BS 3998:1989 'Recommendations for Treework'.

2. The works hereby approved shall be carried out within 12 months of the date of this
decision.
3. Three replacement trees shall be planted between the beginning of November and
the end of March, within 1 year of felling (and replanted if necessary) and
maintained until satisfactorily established. The size, species and location of the
replacement trees shall be agreed in writing with the Local Planning authority prior
to the felling of the trees to which this application relates.
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